A

GENTLEMAN'S HOME IN THE REIGN OF HENRY

VII

AMONG the records in the Stopford-Sackville collection from Drayton House there is a
long and fairly detailed inventory 1 made in 1493 of the possessions of Henry de Vere
of Addington, the last male heir of that branch of a once famous family. It is printed
here in full (with kind permission of Colonel N. V. Stopford-Sackville) because it so
clearly illustrates how a gentlen1an of the time of Henry VII lived. It shows how the
cooking was done, how the family sat when eating or at rest, how they slept, what size of
house they lived in, the chests and cupboards they had to put things away in, the
valuables and trinkets they possessed. A study of almost any inventory of comparable
detail will furnish this sort of information, but this particular one is especially interesting,
for Henry de Vere had lived through the Wars of the Roses, had fought on Bosworth
Field and had died at a time when the New Learning was ' already transforming
Europe, economically, politic;ally, and in thought. This Northamptonshire man
possessed two printed books (158).2

~.

SIR HENRY DE VERE
(From the effigy on his tom.b in Great Addington Church)

Henry de Vere was " lately of Addington," or Great Addington, a village 4 miles
s.w. of Thrapston. It was never a very large village; now of some 300 persons, it
contained 256 people in 1831. The house in which de Vere lived no 'longer stands.
There were two manors in the parish in de Vere's time, but now there is only one manor
house, a Jacobean building. De Vere was the last of his particular line, leaving four
daughters by his wife Isabella Tresham, two of whom married Mordaunts, 3 and
through whom his whole property came in time to the Mordaunts, later Earls of
Peterborough.
This branch of the de Veres had an interesting early history. In about 1125 the
manor of Great Addington passed into the hands of Aubrey de Vere, Lord Great
Chamberlain to Henry I, and through him to his second son Robert. This Robert
married as his first wife Margaret sister of Hugh Wake, and through this marriage
Thrapston passed from the hands of the Wakes to the de Veres who were sometimes
known as of Thrapston. Henry de Vere's wife, Isabella, was connected with John
lStopford Sackville MSS, No. 2308. 2N umbers in brackets throughout refer to the numbers of items in the inventory quoted below. 3For further details on the history of the de Veres see y, C. H. Northants. Vol. Ill, p. 156 fr.
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Stafford, Earl of Wiltshire,! and it is interesting to note that Henry possessed a
" Stafford knot amulet of silver," valued at IS. (19), surely a little family keepsake.
Connected by marriage with' such families as the Treshams, Wakes, and Staffords, de
Vere of Addington was a typical Northamptonshire lord of the manor, but, though he
had been sheriff and justice of the peace; was of no greater outside importance.
.
De Vere was a great benefactor to his local church,
foun~ing a chantry chapel there · dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin Mary. The first chaplain to this chantry was John
Bloxham, who died in 15 19, and ' whose brass is now in the
chancel. He must have been a personal friend of de Vere, for
Bloxham was a guest in the manor house, with his own room,
" Master Blokesomes chamber," and when he died Henry
owed him 51 shillings (~85). Henry by his will 2 bequeathed
£6 yearly to the chaIitry priest to sing masses for his soul,
which Bloxham would have received for nearly 30 years.
Henry's own alabaster effigy in his chantry chapel is ' still
there, but is unfortunately somewhat defaced. In his will he
·made arrangements for this: "Also I will that my tombe be
made in our Lady's Chappell, with a vault in the wall of
alybaster, and tomb of the same with a Picter in solid on .
them."a The picture in solid is the alabaster recumbent
effigy. Bloxham's brass was originally also in this chapel,
but has "been moved. Mter- the Dissolution the chantry
remained in the hands of Henry's heirs, the l\10rdaunts.
De Vere was certainly a pio~s man, and as may be
expected in ' a house of this size, ther~ was a private chapel.
~he inventory shows quite clearly how such a private chapel
wasfurnished, and very simple it was (48 to 61). Only the
chalice and the two cruets for holy oil were of silver, and so
. Worth24S~ andl5s. respectively. The Mass book and its
protetti~g 'cover, the' portews,' and a psalter book were the
. only texts, (clearly in manuscript, for the only printed books
are noticed as suchelsewhere), arid both were again quite valuable, at 6s. Bd., 13s. 4d.,
and I3s.
r~spec!~velY. · All the other . necessary vessels' were of little value, and so
probably'pflatten, a : ~etal alloy""Iater abandoned ~in favour of the tougher brass. For
instance ;the two cc:uidlesticks were valuea., ~t Is.;,'!he sacring bell lod., and the holy
water stoup only 44. But all necessary chapel furniture is there, with a little chest valued
at IS., 4 and a:piece of w~;x for making candles; this was quite an expensive item, incid• entally, at 2S. 2d/ for 4 ·1bs., and as no other wax candles are to be found, and only two
other, (~~lver);9~ridlesti€ks are listed (10), it must be presumed that other lighting in
the house w~;f~stipplied by tallow candles on latten candlesticks, or by rush lights,
all much cl1eaper.

4U.

IThe Earl of Wiltshire was also a near neighbour, since he held the manor of Lowick, 4 mites away. 2P.C.C.27
Dogett, quoted by H. 1. Longden, Northants & Rutland Clergy, Vo!. 2, p. 135. aV.C.B. Northants. I, 413. This effigy
has greatly suffered by iconoclasts, having been much scraped and mutilated to provide" Vere powder," for
the children of the village. (ibid.). 4Prqbably the ta.b urnacle. IS. seems a high price for a little chest, ifplain.
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The prices of some of the items in the inventory have already been quoted, and it is
as well here to make some comment upon the sums given against each entry in it. The
total value given of the goods and chatells was £316 19S. 7d.1 Henry himself had debts
of £62 I IS. Id. to be paid out of this. But of the £317 odd mentioned, it must be noted
that the sum included £95 13S. 4d. in cash, £56 14S., 4d. in monies due to him,
£30 IOS. 2d. in farm stock and equipment, and no less than £IID 6s. Id. in plate.
Unfortunately Richard Russell, the apparitor who drew up the inventory, or the scribe
who copied it out, was no good at sums, fDr besides making two minor errors nDted in
the text, the sums simply will not add up right, there being errors amounting to some
£30.. What matters is that the total of the household items are valued at only £43. This
includes clothing and the chapel fittings. As he lived in a house of sixteen rDDms, this
may seem absurdly small, and it may appear that many of his possessions were in
some other hDuse at the time of his death; but this is most unlikely. In fact, such a
.proportion of goods was not uncommon, and the inventory shows that th~ house was in
occupation at the time of his death. There were sheets in several of the bedrooms, there .
were clothes and cooking equipment in plenty in the house, the wall hangings and the
bed curtains were in their usual places. The inventory shows exactly what de Vere had
at Addington at the time of his death.
It is customary riowadays to multiply the value of goo~ Df the fifteenth century
quite a·r bitrarily by some twenty or thirty times; this does give a fair general picture in
assessing wealth in modern terms, but in details it is worthless. For instance de Vere had
much silver, all carefully valued at about 3S.2d. an oz. Today (September 1954), the
London price for silver is 6s. I id. an oz., a value less than doubled compared with
1493. Gold was valued at 26s. Bd. per oz; today it stands at 249s. IDid. per oz., a price
some ten times increased. But It would be hard to buy a bedstead at 4d. Dr Bd. and
multiplying the sum by 20 or 3D would hardly be enough, even though de Vere's
bedsteads consisted Df plain wooden frames on uprights, the bottoPls consisting of cords
run through holes pierced through the frame -itself. 2 A simple guide to the true value Df
the individual items may be found when it is realised that all those which were imported
were at that date very expensive, and all things made locally Df local materials were
cheap, whether or no the article was a well finished piece. Thus, with a huge supply of
wood available everywhere, for the forests had hardly been touched and Addington was
close to RDckingham forest, all furniture was likely to be very cheap; whereas all woven
materials (wool was exported raw to the Lqw Countries, and imported as finished
cloth at this date), were relatively'dear.
Furniture prices were certainly low, with bedsteads from 4d. to IS., and two tables
with their trestles at IS. together, but the most noticeable thing about the furniture is the
relative plenty in bedsteads and especially chests, and the great shortage of every other
item. There were bedsteads in most of the upstairs rooms, and there were no. less than
fifteen chests, one in the chapel, three in the closet, four in the parlour ·chamber, and
seven in the great chamber. There were two almeries, for use as larders, in the buttery
and in the" brass chamber" or butler's pantry, and there were cupbDards in the
1 This refers only to goods and ch~tells. Real estate was never included in the inventory when drawn up for probate
use. 2Most of the descriptions of the various pieces of furniture and household equipment are the result of the
author's own perusal of over 400 inventories in the last few years.
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pa,dour, the parlour chamber, and another minor bedroom. These were the only
storage pieces available in the whole house, and it is obvious that the chests had to
contain many things such as the clothirig, linen and silver. Tables were not at all
common, there being two trestle tables in the l)all and another two in the parlour, but
there are none elsewhere; tables were used solely for meals, and none are supplied for
bedrooms or even in the kitchen premises. But the most obvious lack is that of chairs or
other seating. There are no seats at all in the hall, but probably there were fixed benches
running the length of the walls which would not be listed in an inventory of moveables.
Five joined stools 1 were in the parlour, but there are none elsewhere, and these five
would have been used at the table for meals. There are single chairs in the hall and in
the parlour chamber, and also in Master Marbury's chamber, he perhaps being the
steward, while the other two obviously were for the use of the master of the house. As
late as 1580 chairs were nearly always made singly, and were reserved solely for the
master and the mistress of the house, sets of chairs becoming popular in the seventeenth
century. With this great shortage of chairs, stools, and forms, it is clear that the chest
was used on occasion as a spare seat, but even then it was only used in the great chamber
or the parlour chamber, the two principal bedrooms; in aH other rooms there was
nothing else at-all to sit on. If you were not working or eating, you either attended the
master of the house in the parlour or in his bedroom, or else you went to bed. Your
'own bedroom was not furnished as a private sitting room.
Soft furnishings were relatively plentiful though expensive in most rooms, especially
bedrooms, but there were definite exceptions. There were no carpets at all on the floor.
Rushes or matting was undoubtedly used in the hall, but' was of too little worth to be
mentioned separately in the inventory. All the bedrooms and probably the parlour, as
well as the kitchen premises, had bare floors but there was a good supply of" hangings,"
quite large pieces of cloth hanging on the walls, though not covering the complete wall,
and often at this date painted with religious subjects, a saint,. a martyr, or a story from
the Gospels, such as that of the Prodigal Son. In this house hangings are found in nearly
every bedroom and were fairly valuable, about 5S. worth in each room, but no detail is
supplied. Only in the great chamber is "stained cloth" mentioned, so it is to be
assumed that the hangings in the other rooms were quite plain. These wall hangings
greatly decreased the draughts in the bedrooms. Cushions are to be found in two rooms,
six for the hall and twelve for the great chamber-the principal bedroom which was
always used as an audience chamber. Though some of these may have been stored in the
chests, it ' is probable that they would have been laid on the top of the seven chests,
which were used for seats. The" banker," , ~, long and harder form of cushion, in the
hall must have been on a fixed bench, and perhaps here used for persons eating below
the salt. The only carpets in the house, used on the tables, were for the hall and parlour.
. All other soft furnishings were used for the bed.
Bedsteads at this period were very simple affairs, but were each fitted with complete
coverings of tester, celor, and three curtains. On the matted cord bottom of the bedstead
were the featherbed, bolster, sheets and blankets, with a coverlet of arras (the name
implies a foreign origin, the cloth being made at Arras in France) or tapestry for the
rrincipal beds, and 'a quilted coverlet for the rest. But examination of the inventory
ll.e. not nailed by the carpenter, but made by the joiner, using wooden pegs.
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shows that there were more -sheets and coverlets than were necessary for the number of
bedsteads, and it is probable that here as in many other houses of the period there were
also very cheap truckle beds on which were placed mattresses (107), used for less
important persons of the household, and children.
The kitchen quarters were large, the necessary equipment great. The kitchen itself
was too warm a room for a store room, so there was a buttery for the food, and a brass
house for the utensils. These were of pewter for table use, and of latten for the kitchen.
The eating utensils were relatively simple, because food was eaten largely by hand.
There are some ginger forks, (17, 31), ginger being a very popular delicacy, but there
are no other forks and no table-knives, pocket-knives being used. Spoons were of course
essential, and there are sets of a dozen, and half a dozen (I I, 3 I) ; kitchen spoons and
" flesh forks" would have been of too little value to be listed separately. There were
two sets of pewter tableware, consisting of chargers to carry the food, plates, dishes, and
saucers. These saucers were of course not of the cup-and-saucer type, but were sauceboats; seventeen saucers is an abnormally large number to be found in an inventory of
this date. Since food was eaten by hand, it was also necessary to have some means of
cleaning ones fingers between and after the two courses, so it is not surprising to find
pewter ewers and" laver basins" (66, 67). All these items are to be found in the brass
chamber. The nine diaper towels (134) (with the other linen in the parlour chamber)
were used to dry the hands a,fter washing in the laver basins.
It is impossible here to describe the uses of the pots and pans, but it is worth while to
draw attention to the five spits (83). They were not all used at once, but were each of a
different shape, according to the type of meat roasted. Certainly there must have been
one or two" cage" spits, where a bird would be placed inside the iron cage at the centre
of the spit axle, so that it would not be ruined by being skewered through on the spit
itself. In open hearth cooking it -must be remembered that everything that was not
boiled or fried 'was roasted, and the spits dealt with every siz~ of flesh, from ox to
pigeon. Also to be noticed concerning the spit is its method of use. By the time of
Charles II when the modern range was just becoming popular in town houses, three
separate methods of turning the spit other than by hand had come into regular practice;
a spit could be turned by hot air turning a fan in the chimney, by a dog in a treadmill,
or by a weight with gear mechanism. But in De Vere's time all spits were turned by
hand, and a very hot job it must have been. Again, because of the open fire, posnets,
frying-pans, spoons and ladles all had to have very long handles. In the kitchen the
cook as well as the devil sipped with a long spoon when tasting the stew.
A glance at the inventory shows how great was the amount of silver, chiefly in
drinking cups. Undoubtedly these cups were used on special occasions, but a very high
proportion of the total value of the goods and chattells is devoted to silver. The simple
reason is this, that, as with the modern necklace or mink coat, the silver was a visible and
usable store of accumulated wealth. With the very limited use of credit in the fifteenth
century, surplus wealth could most simply be stored in the form of silver or gold, and in
every inventory of persons of any means there is always to be found far more plate than
might be expected by modern standards. 150 years later, when Charles I was at war
with Parliament, the king naturally turned to the colleges of Oxford for plate to be
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melted down for coinage, not particularly because they possessed .so much plate, but
because everybody who had any accumulated capital had stored some of it in the form
of silver cups and mazers and the like. The silversmith's labour was fairly cheap, silver
was not, and there was a constant melting down and re-using of the silver as wealth
passed from one hand to another.
A final note is necessary concerning the "parlour chamber." This was not so
called as another parlour, but was merely the chamber over the parlour. In a three
storey house with a kitchen and a parlour, the room over the kitchen was called the
kitchen-chamber, and the roorri over that the chamber over the kitchen-chamber, with
the parlour-chamber and the chamber over the parlour-chamber on the same floors.
At Addington there appears to have been a house of two stories only, with a single
garret-chamber above this.
"
THE INVENTORY OF ALL GOODS, DEBTS, AND CHATTELLS OF HENRY VERE ESQUIRE,
LATE OF ADDINGTON,

appraised by Richard Russell, general apparitor, Anno Domini 1493. 1

2
3
4
,5
6
7
8
9

10
I I

12
13
14
15
16
I 7
18
19

First in' ready money
In plate.
Item a standing cup with a cover, gilt, weighing 32 ounces at 3/6 the
oz.
Item another standing cup with a cover, gilt, weighing 32 oz. at 3/6
the oz.
Item another standing ctIp with a cover, gilt, weighing 24 oz. at 3/6 ..
Item a silver cup, gilt, with a cover, weighing 35 oz. at 3/6 ..
Item 2 salts, parcel-gilt, with covers, with' drops,' weighing 44 ozs ...
Item a standing cup, chased, with a cover, weighing 26 oz. at 3/4
Item a white cup with a cover, not gilt, weighing 24 oz. at 3/4
Item a plain cup, not gilt, with a cover, weighing 12 oz. at 3/4
Item 2 white candlesticks, weighing 17 oz. at 3/2
Item a dozen spoons, weighing 15 oz. at 3/2
I tern a pair of beads of silver
I tern a girdle of crimson harnessed with gold, weighing 4! oz. at 26/8
Item a girdle of' brangid ' silk, harnessed with gold, weighing 6 oz.
at 26/8
Item a crimson' bourse' harnessed with silver
I tern a diamond with 5 pearls
I tern a green ginger fork
Item a ring of white gold
Ite.¥ l a Stafford knot amulet of silver

£ s. d.
95 13 4
5 19

0

5 19 0
4 4 0
6 2 0
9 9 0
4 9 0
4 0 0
I 18
0
2 13 10
6
I 17
10 6
5 6 0
8

0
8
8
19
6
I

8
9
0
0
8
0

IThe text of the following inventory is printed with modernized spelling for the convenience of the reader, with
necessary punctuation. The Latin heading has been translated. More obscure words are printed in the original
form between commas, as 'brangid,' and appended is a glossary which explains these, and also more common
words with a technical contemporary meaning, such as table or carpet. The numbers against each entry in the
inventory have been added, and the sums of money are given in arabic numerals in place ofthe cumbersome
roman figures.
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£
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3I
32

33
34
35
36

37
38
39

Item a ring of white gold with a ' safar ' therein
Item a gold ring with a diamond
Item a little gold ring of white gold ..
Item a chain of gold with a St. Anthony cross, a ' goorge ' set with
pearls and gold, and an ' unche ' with 2 pearls, a flower with
6 pearls, a flower with roses, in all 6 oz.
Item an Agnus Dei, gilt
Item (a) standing cup with a cover, gilt, weighing 24 oz.
Item a standi~g cup with cover, weighing 24 oz.
.
Item a white standing cup, weighing 22 oz ...
Item a standing cup with cover, gilt, weighing 22 oz ...
Item a white gobret with a cover, weighing 13 oz.
Item 2 mazers, weighing 15 oz. "
Item 6 spoons with a ginger fork, weighing 12 'oz.
Item 2 pair of beads of coral gauded with silver and gilt
Item 4 little chains of gold, weighing 4 oz.
Item 7 rings of gold, a heart, 2 ' owches ' weighing 2 oz.
Item 2 plain salts, weighing It) oz.
Item a piece weighing 6 oz.
Item in broken silver weighing 2 oz.
Item a ring of gold
Item a white flat cup weighing 13 oz.
Total
In the Hall '

£

s. d.

40 - I tern 3 carpets of red say

3

4

4I

2

4

I tern a banker, 6 cushions
42 Item 2, tables, 2 trestles ..
43

8
o

Item a chair
Total

8

4

In the parlour.

44
45
46
47

Item 2 carpets of red say
Item 2 tables, 2 trestles . .
I tern 5 joined stools
Item a cupboard
Total

6 8
o
o

410

0

s. d.
168
I
6. 8

6 8
7 17 o
4

4 0 '6
3 16 0
3 19 0
3 17 0
I 14
2
I 14 10
5 4
13 4
5 II 8
3 68
I 19
4
18 6
6 2
6 8

£

In the Chapel.

8
s. d.

6 8
4
4 0

48 I tern a Mass bobk
49 Item a little' portews ' ..
50 Item an old vestment
5 I I tern 3 old altar cloths
52 Item 2 candlesticks
53 I tern a sacring bell
54- Item a Holy Water stoup
55 Item a chalice, weighing
. 8 oz.
56 Item 2 crewets of silver ..
57 I tern a psalter book
58 I tern a piece of wax,
weighing 4 lbs.
59 Item a little bowl oflatten
60 Item a little chest
61 Item a torch
Total

o

2
£110

13

4
o
10

4
415
13
2

8
0

4
2

6
o
8

£4

13

10
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£
62

63
64
65
66

67
68
. 69
70
71

72
73
74
, 75
76

In the Brass Chamber.
Item 2a plates, 4 chargers,
12 dishes, I 7 s~ucers
I tern 60 pieces of old
pewter
I tern 4 pewter basins ..
Item 7 pewter pots
I tepl ewers (sic) of pewter
Item 8 laver basins
I tern [blank] candlesticks
oflatten
Item 3 old,' chafers'
Item 2 great pans
Item 8 old pans
Item 9 brass PQts
I te;m 9 small pots
I tern a broken ' posnet '
I tern 5 small " posnets '
' I tern in old lumber
Total

I

I

,79
80
81

82
83
84

•
85
86
87

10

0

10

0

4

0

I

0

10

4

PRESENT

£
In the brewhouse.
88 I tern 5 ,grea t pans
8~ I tern 2 leads
go Item a vat, a bin
9 I Item 2 other vats
92 I tern in other lumber

o

13

4

19

0

15

0

I

8
10
10

10

2

94

95
96
97

In the buttery.
Item ~n ' alrnery ,
Item 2 old chests
Item 6 tubs, 4 barrels
I tern 4 ' bottles '
Item in other lumber
Total

In the storehouse.
I tern 80 ' cresse ' tiles
99 I tern iri old ' leydis '
100 I tern 4 iron harrows
101 Item in other lumber ..
Total

s. d.

7

0

12

0

13

4

2

0

8
7 4

Total

93

3 4
6

£7

AND

s. d.

4

In the next chamber.
77 Item a featherbed, an old
coverlet
78 Item a bedstead
Total
, LW

PAST

o

4

4 4
I
8
11

o
7 4

6 8

98

10

0

4
£1

5
3

0

13

4

2

0

8

0

6

0

0

'

In the great chamber.
Item a featherbed, a
o
bolster, a pair of
11
0
blankets, a coverlet
of chequers
103 Item 3 curtains, a celor
In the kitchen.
and a .tester
8 0 104 I tern a featherbed, little,
I tern 4 brass pots
- a bolster, 2 blankets,
Item a'chafer posnet '
4
a
' counterpoint'
2 6
Item 3 little pans
~
sore
worn'
I
0 ":
Item 3 frying pans
8 105 Item 12 cushions
Item 5 srriall spits
106 I tern a piece of ' stained
I tern a brass mortar, a
cloth'
'
2 6
pestle '
,8 107 Item 6 mattresses 'sore
Item 2 andirons
worn'
o
I tern 2 trivets
6 108 Item 5 featherbeds, 6
Item in other lumber
bolsters
Total 19 2
109 I tern 2 pair of blankets. .
10

0

102

6 8
6

0

0

0

3

0

lSic, Total is wrong, copied from previous total.
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Item a pair of' fustians '
2
III Item a quilt
2
112 Item 7 pillows. .
6
I 13 Item 4 coverlets
6
114 Item 12 pair of sheets. .
2
I 15 I tern 2 tablecloths of
diaper
4
I 16 I tern 7 old chests
13
I I 7 I tern 6 paIr of coarse
10
sheets
16
I 18 I tern a pair of sheets ..
119 Item a tablecloth
2
Total , £6 15
I I0

0

135

0

13 6

8
8

137

139
0

140
141

0

142

0

143

0
0

In Master Marbury's chamber.

Itelll a bedstead
121 Item
a
' counterpoint' of chequerwork
122 Item a celor, a tester,
3 curtains ..
12 3 Item 3 hangings
124 Item a cupboard and a '
chair
12 5 , I tern a carpet
Total

138

0

4

144

8

146

5

0

147

10

0

6 8
o
2

25

£

d.

145

120

HOME

0

£1 5 4

Item 3 tablecloths
Item 4 chests ..
I tern a bedstead
Item ,a 'counterpoint'
of tapestry work ..
Item a 'counterpoint'
of arras
I tern a celor, a tester
Item a featherbed
I tern the hangings
Item a russet gown with
lambs
I tern a green gown,
lined
Item a cnmson gown,
lined
I tern a russet gown,
furred with
, martrons'
Item a black gown
furred
with
, martrons '
Item a doublet of satin. .
Item a silk jacket
Item a chair, a cupboard
Item 'a carpet I • •
• •
Total

s. d.

3

4

6 8
8
13

4

o

0

6

8

10

0

6

0

13

4

10

0

6 8
o

0

0

0

I

4
8
4

6

0

£13 13

8

In the closet chamber.
126
126
128
129
130

I tern a pair of fine sheets
Item 12 pair of sheets . .
Item 3 litdechesfs
Item 3 ' sallets '
Item 2 ' bows'
Total

£2

10

0

0

10

3
6

4
8

4

0

4

10

In the parlour chamber.
131
132
133
134

Item 3 ' board-cloths' of
flaxen
Item 4 pair of old sheets
Item a diaper and 4
other cloths
Item 9 towels of diaper

7
8
3

0
0

6 8
6 8

In the next chamber.

I tern a bedstead
Item a 'counterpoint'
of tapestry . .
154 Item a quilt
155 Item a celor, a tester, 3
curtains
155 I tern the hangings
157 I tern a ' Ichafer,' ,2 frying
pans
I tern an English hook, 2
printed books
, Total

8

152

153

.,'

5

0

4
6

8
4

4

6

14

0

£1 13

0

11
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In the garrett chamber.

159 I tern a bedstead
160 I tern a celor, a tester, 3
curtains, 2 she~ts ..

PA S T

£ s. d.
4

Total

3 4
3 8

AND

PRESENT

Debts owing to the said testator.

Imagery

163 Item a celor, a tester, 3

curtains
164 I tern the hangings in the
chamber . .
Total

1I

I

173
174
175
17 6
177
178

I tern 7 cart horses
2
Item 8 kine
2
I tern 3 bullocks
I tern 40 wethers and ewes 2
Item 26 lambs ..
Item 6 swine
I tern 9 store wethers
2
Item 2' carts with the
harness
"Item 40 cart-loads of
wood
3
Item 10 loads of hay
Item 26 stone of wool ..
3
Item 5 quarters of wheat
I tern 4 quarters of rye ..
Item i 2 <J, uarters of malt
6
Total £30
M

••

Sum Total

8

£3 16 19 7

3 4
5 0
5 0
14 0

Corn and Cattle.

165
"166
16 7
168
n 69
' 170
17 1
17 2

s. d.

50 0 0
i79 Item John Trussell
180 Item Nicholas Chambers 6 14 4
Total £5 6 14 4

In Master Blokesomes chamber.

161 Item a bedstead
162 Item a ' counterpoint' of

£

0
8'
10
10
8
6
II

0
0
0
0
0
0
10

13 4
6
16
14
19
10
14
10

Debts that he oweth.

1·81
182
18 3
184
185
186
18 7
188
189
190
19 1

8
4 19 2
0 193
2
8
4
2

I tern to Master Barnes
9
Item to John Warde ..
6
I tern to Richard Flor .. 13
I tern to John Botisworth
3
It e m to Master
Blokesharn
2
Item to Avery Smyth ..
Item to AverySmyth 1 ••
I tern to Alice Gyshing
2
I tern to Williarn Rounde
I tern to Thomas Meton
I tern to Master parson of
Addington
I
I tern to Thomas Hiller
I
Item to divers persons as
appears by a paper
of small items
20
Total £62

0 0
13 4
0 0
7 2
Il

10
10
0
16
17

0
0
0
8
7

10 0
15 4

0 0
11

lSic in original.
GLOSSARY.

(The numbers in brackets refer to the items in the inventory in which the word occurs) .
• Almery (93). An aumbry, or cupboard in which to store things, especially victuals, and
nearly always kept in the buttery or some other room near the kitchen, but never in it,
as this would be too hot.
Andirons (85). In the kitchen these horizontal iron bars on short feet had a double
purpose: they held up the burning logs on the open fire, and they had on the front
vertical arms with a series of brackets to support the spit on which the meat was roasted
above and in front of the hearth.
.
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Banker (41). A -long type of squab or hard cushion, like those on church pews (not
necessarily stuffed). It was used on a bench, or form as herein the hall, or occasionally on
a chest used as an extra seat.
Bottle -(96) Here a leather bottle, or black-jack.
Board~loth (13 I). Cupboard-cloth, or properly a runner to cover the top of the
cupboard.
Bourse (15). Purse.
Bow (130). Here the English long-bow.
Carpet (passim). Orig. tapet, Fr. tapis. This was not used on the floor, but as a cover to
the table, or sometimes chest or cupboard. In this inventory the qlrpets were of say, a
kind of serge, quite unsuitable for a floor carpet. A glance at any Dutch interior
painting even of the 17th century would confirm the fact that floor carpets were not used
at all, and that table -carpets were the nornlal practice.
Celor (passim) ~ The celor was the solid back wall, or more often cloth back hanging, on
a frame, at the head of the enclosed bed; this, with the tester, was permanently fixed,
whereas of course the curtains could be drawn. Later the celor was often called the
" head-cloth."
Chafer (6g). A large container hung over the open fire, used to heat or to simmer water;
not a chafing-dish. For c'h afer posnet see posnet.
Counterpoint (passim). A quilt bed covering.
Cresse (g8). Perhaps meaning of little worth. But the high price here suggests that these
cresse tiles are crest or ridge tiles.
Curtains (passim). At this date, bed-curtains, hanging from the tester~ Window curtains
of this period are not common, and the fact that the curtains are in groups of three shew
that they were used for the sides and foot of the bed.
Diaper (passim). Diaper tablecloths and towels were used for their absorbent quality, as
nowadays. When eating at table with the fingers, absorbent cloths were vital.
Drops (6). A common late mediaeval feature in silver articles is the pattern of bulging
segments all round the bowl of the vessel, like inverted tear-drops.
Fustian' ( I 10). Thick cotton sheets. Fustian originally came from Cairo.
Goorge (23). A gorge, or ornament for the throat.
Hangings (passim). Always wall hangings, not window or bed curtains.
~ydis (gg). Leads, here for roof or gutter, etc.
Mazer (30). A wide bowl of wood decorated with a silver central knop in the bowl, and
one or two bands of silver on the"outside, usually of maple-wood.
Martrons (146 & 7). Marten furs.
Owche (34). Ouch, a clasp or buckle.
Portews (49). A satchel or cover for books, usually of leather for ordinary books; here to
contain the ~1issal.
Posnet (74-5). A type of saucepan, a long-handled conical pot, with three little feet, so
that it could be stood on the embers of the open fire, the only possible type of saucepan in
open-hearth cooking. Chafer posnet (80). This must have been a combination of water .
heater and saucepan, though the chafer was normally hung and not fitted with legs.
I have not seen this term used elsewhere.
Safar (2g). Sapphire.
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SaUet (129). A type of steel head-armour.
Say (passim). A fine serge cloth. Say is nearly always used for curtains and the like, or

table-carpets, and was very popular until the close of the 16th century.
Stained cloth (106). This was a common type -of wall hanging, often called" bastard
staining," of linen or coarser material painted in imitation of tapestry.
Table (passim). It should be noted that the table i~ the 15th century, and indeed until
about 1625, was what we should now call the table-top. A table could in fact hang on the
wall, as could a 'tablet.' The ordinary table had to ha~e a frame, a foot, or trestles on
which to stand, and such a ' trestle was listed in inventories. In a few cases tables are
found with no mention of any support. In such cases it is usually certain that the table
was a wall fixture, so that no trestles were needed.
Tester (passim). The tester was the fitted roof to the bed, either of cloth, or, if of great
value, of carved wood. At the time of this inventory it was the, practice of the sleeper to
be naked, und-er sheet -and blankets, with all curtains drawn, and the tester enclosing
him overhead.
Unche (23). See Owche.
"Sore worn" A phrase used in very many inventories, to denote" much used," applied
not only to fabrics, but to furniture and even pots and pans.
_
," Other lumber' " Another phrase used constantly in inventories at all periods at least
to the 19th century. Other lumber did not mean junk, but items such as treen (wooden
vessels), or earthenware, or any other items which was individually of low value; though
sometimes the total of many such items when appraised together produces" other
lumber" of quite a high price.
P. A. KENNEDY

*

*

*

*

*

HOW TO MAKE CHEESE.

You must take the stroakings * of milke & some of the morning milke when it comes
hott from the Cow. Take two quarts of faire water, make it seething hott & putt it
into your milke. Take ,a good handfull of Mary gold flowers & cutt off their whites &
stamp them in a woodden dish; take 4 or 5 new layed egges (the yolkes of them),
& beat them with the Marygold flowers & strain them into the milke, & then put them
into the runnett· & stirr all these together & couer them very close with a sheet double,
& soe lett it st~,nd till it bee come, & lett it be taken up into a wooden dish betweene
two woemen's hands & lett the whey come through the cloth. Then leave the curds
in the cheese fatt & lay not to heavy weig~~ ,at the first, & turne it very offten, & then
about noone you may put it into a press & let it lye a night & a day & then lay it
into rushes.
HOW TO MAKE SAssA<;ms.
Take 6 pound of Porke skinned and shread very smale. Put to it three ounces of
salt, an ounce of peppar, a quarter and a halfe of fennell seedes, soe much Coleander
seedes, both beaten" [and] the rynde of 2 orrenges. Cut verie thinn and shreade
smale, beate altogether in a Morter, then fil them and boile them a little before you
sett them to dry. (Kirby Hall Receipts).

* "The last milk drawn from a

cow, , afte!ings'''. O.E.D.

THE KING COMES TO EYDON

1

IT was beautiful weather in September, 1913, when Army manceuvres took place in this
part of the Midlands. Two armies fought with the weapons of that time, and aeroplanes
and dirigible balloons were used, I believe, for the first time with our Army. Officers
acted as referees-they decided who were killed, wounded or taken prisoner. But as the
dead still walked about and the wounded seemed none the worse and had uncommon
good appetites, that part was to us very confusing business indeed. To this day we
don't know which army won, but we still remember the to-do it made here at Eydon,
when we were in the forefront 'of the battle.
Khaki -clad soldiers 2 came first in two and threes, then we heard big guns and the
crack of rifles. Soon they came in small groups across the fields and before long the lanes
and roads were chock bang full of men and all the paraphernalia of an army on the
march. They did not all stop here, but there must have been several thousand here for
three or four days. Many of the men were dead beat; they j ust flopped down on the
roadside grass and laid; all were hungry and tired. We were told they'd moved so fast
the A.S.C. wagons with their rations hadn't been able to keep up. We did what we
could for them; many a house had a lively tea-party that day. Wells were emptied to
water their horses. Never had bakers' and grocers' shops been so busy. The soldiers
bought anything eatable--old stocks were cleared in less than no time; bakers s'o ld out
and set to work at once to make another batch of bread, which was eaten long before it
got: cold. Oh, it was a to-do for a few days-there was so much going on and so much to
see that nobody' worked if they could help it. We down tools and go for a hunt when the
hounds come i~ the winter, but that's nothing to those days when it seemed as if we'd
most of the British Army camped in our fields.
'
One morning Ted Coy and Wait Bromfield set off on their bikes to have a look at
some big guns in the Big Ground; they were there all right and didn't they make us
jump when they were fired. While Ted and Wait were having a look round they saw a
group of horsemen coming frorIl Canons Ashby. " It's the King! " one of the gunners
remarked. That was enough-they got on their bikes and tore back to Eydon with the
news: "The King's coming! the King's coming! " But His Majesty King George V
was here before the news got properly round, so not many people were in' the street
when, with his Escort and the Royal Standard flying, the King came to Eydon.
There was a group of us down by the Post Office. I remembe~ old Ann Hemmings,
the nurse-well not exactly a nurse, she looked after births and deaths; and there was
Henry Peck- he was an old coachman and had driven Dukes and Lords in his day and
knew a lot about Society. Old Jim Gubbins was there, too-he'd been a London
policeman and knew the King very well. The King was in khaki uniform and rode a
beautiful black horse and looked just like the pictures we'd seen ofhin:t. When he came

a

IThis article was broadcast in the Midland Home Service on June 17th, 1.948. Eydon, by the way, is pronounced
"Eden." 2The army had been put into khaki after the South Mrican War.
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by- us old Henry lifted his bowler hat and held it above his head and we took our caps
off and stood looking, very quiet like, when old Ann shouts out, "God bless King
George ! " The King smiled and held up his hand to old Ann as she stood on her
doorstep. I can see her now, with a little black bonnet on her head and a big coarse
apron tied round wher.e her waist ought to have been. .
Well, we followed the King and the Generals down to the Park, and just as he was
going through the gate, if young Norah Ward and Mary Webb didn't come tearing out
of the Park as if the old man himself was after them, and very nearly ran slap into his
horse. As I said before we'd got friendly with some of the soldiers, but this was specially
true of.some of the girls. They got friendly with some of the lads in a very short time
indeed. That morning· Norah and Mary went to the Park to see their friends. They
found everybody on parade-lines and lines of soldiers standing to attention waiting for
the King to come and review them. You'd hardly believe it, those girls had no more
sense than to go along a line of soldiers looking for their friends. When Mary found hers
she said, " You be stuck up this morning, what's the matter with you? " I'm told he
stood like a graven image---never sO ,much as smiled, hut looked as if he wished Mary
was a thousand miles away. Then an officer came towards them, gesticulating wildly
and very red in the face. " The King! the King!" he shouted at Mary. Realizing they
were not wanted there then,-those madcaps let out a screech and tore off to see what was
, going on in the street and nearly ran slap into the King at the gate. Well, we saw him
review the troops and when it was over and he was leaving the Park, old Jim Gubbins
shouts out loud, " Three Cheers for the King," and we give him three rousers.
Later in the day the King lunched with the Generals in a big marquee in old John
Henry Quen's field, " Long Leys." When the troops were gone and the excitement died
down, old John Henry went about telling everybody it wasn't to be called" Long
Leys " any ronger, but " K~ng's Meadow." I'm sorry to say nobody took any notice of
the old boy, he didn't live many more years and the field is " ,Long Leys " to this day.
'O h! I must tell you, the Right Hon. Wins ton Churchill meant to be at the Review
that morning, for he started with the King's party. Unfortunately he had a mishap on
. the way; his horse lost a shoe. So when he got to the village he enquired if there was a
blacksmith here and was directed to old John Humphries. Then-a-daysJohn was getting
old and rheumaticy and it made him puff and blow to bend himself to shoe a horse, but
he wouldn't let anybody down ifhe could help it, so he put a shoe on ·W inston's horse
for him. When"the job was done Winston paid him, got on the horse and off he went to
catch up the King"s party. I'm sorry I wasn't there to see that horse shod,but I hope he
stood nice and quiet, for if he didn't 1 knpw he'd get a clout on the ribs with John's
hammer and the old boy would holler, " Stan' still, ' will you? stan' still ! " I've seen
him do it many a time. He didn't care whose horse it was either-if it had been the
King's horse he d have had to stand still or he'd have,had a onner from old John.
Well, all this happened a long time ago, but you know, we at Eydon are still glad to
remember that old Ann Hemmings shouted out loud, " God bless King George," and
that when Winston wanted a job done, old John Humphries wa!" ,lere to do it and so
help him on his way.
A. J. TYRRELL.

